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Abstract— In this paper, we present an adaptive integration
time CMOS image sensor with multiple readout channels for star
tracker application. The sensor architecture allows each pixel to
have an adaptive integration time. Through cyclically selecting
a row of pixels and checking the integration voltage of each
pixel, brighter pixels can be marked and readout first. Those
dimmer pixels will continue integration until their voltage fall
into a window defined by two threshold voltages. Each pixel only
consists of five transistors. To improve the readout throughput
and hence to reduce the rolling time, a multiple readout channel
architecture is proposed. A proof-of-concept 320 × 128-pixel
image sensor was implemented using Global Foundries 0.18 µm
mixed-signal CMOS process.

Index Terms— CMOS image sensor, adaptive integration time,
multiple readout channels, high dynamic range (HDR), wide
dynamic range (WDR), star tracker.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT years have witnessed a trend in space technology
that highlights the importance of mini and micro satellite

missions. Earth-observation satellites need automatic attitude
control system to steer the satellite to the desired observation
point. Therefore many satellites are equipped with various
navigation sensors (Earth magnetic, gyros, Sun sensor and star
tracker) and observation sensors (imaging camera). Among
these sensors, star trackers are the most accurate solution with
a bore sight accuracy in the range of arcseconds [1].

Star radiation is measured by its visual magnitude. A star
with Apparent Magnitude MV =1 is 2.5 times brighter than
a magnitude MV =2 star. Using the Sun as reference, which
has an Apparent Magnitude of MV =–26.76 and solar flux
of 1.3 KW/m2, we can easily derive any other star’s
luminance [2]. By taking into factors such as luminance
spectral distribution, photo detector’s quantum efficiency (QE)
and lens point spread function (PSF), we can estimate the
number of generated photons received by the camera. For a
star tracker with 3 cm lens aperture, 85% lens transmission

efficiency, 1 pixel PSF, and 200 ms exposure time, a MV =6
star can generate 1195 photons at the center pixel of the star.
In order to achieve higher altitude accuracy, it is preferable to
shorten the exposure time. In the above calculation, 200 ms
already produces a systematic error of 48 arc-second for an
orbital period of 90 minutes. With a shorter exposure time,
say 50 ms, the number of photons at the center pixel of a
MV =6 star will drop to only 298. This is a very challenging
number for CMOS image sensor, and in particular, under space
radiation environment. A typical star tracker camera has a
sensitivity to capture visual magnitude MV <5.

Recently, various solutions for high dynamic range (DR)
CMOS image sensors have been proposed. Some of them take
advantage of improved pixel architecture, whereas others use
novel readout methods. In general, they can be categorized
into four main methods [3], namely: logarithmic response
[4]–[6], well capacity adjustment [7]–[9], multiple sampling
[10], [11] and saturation detection [12]–[14]. In particular,
the scheme of “saturation detection” allows each pixel to
have adaptive integration time by detecting the time to reach
the saturation state. The light intensity is then represented
by the time domain (PWM) encoding [15] or frequency
domain (PFM) encoding [16]. At the pixel level, it incorporates
comparison and memory circuits, which results in complicated
silicon implementation and hence large pixel footprint. This
makes it difficult for high-resolution applications.

We propose a new architecture for the CMOS image sensor
in which each pixel features an adaptive integration time. The
adaptive integration time is achieved by cyclically checking
the integration voltage of pixels in a row-wise manner during
the exposure. In this case, brighter pixels can be “marked” and
read out first. In order to improve the readout throughput, a
scheme of multiple readout channel is proposed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the architecture, operation principle and circuit
design. Section III discusses the implementation and measure-
ments results. Section IV draws a conclusion.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE

The proposed architecture features column-parallel com-
parison circuits to decide whether a pixel should stop its
integration or not. Fig. 1 illustrates the operation principle
with an example of a 3×3 pixel array. Initially, the sensor is
globally reset and all the pixels start integration. Immediately
followed by the reset operation, a row-wise scanner starts
rolling. At T 0, Row0 is selected and all the pixels in Row0 are
simultaneously sampled onto the column-parallel comparison
circuits. In this example and at this moment, no pixel has
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Fig. 1. Operation principle of the adaptive-integration-time readout scheme.

Fig. 2. Sensor architecture. Main building blocks include a pixel array, column-parallel comparison circuits, three readout channels, row scanner and channel
assignment controller.

gathered enough photons and therefore none of the pixel’s
voltage falls into the threshold window. Next at time T 1,
Row1 is sampled and checked in the same manner. There are
two bright pixels (Col1, Col2) and their voltage is within the
threshold. This will enable the readout process and the whole
Row1 is assigned to a readout channel. In the meanwhile, the
column circuits will raise a flag signal to “mark-off” the two
bright pixels. In this way, these two pixels will be ignored in
the future checking process. The readout channel takes two
clock cycles to readout the active pixels in Row1. Instead of
waiting for the completion of readout, the sensor continues to
check Row2 immediately after channel assignment. A pipeline
mechanism has been proposed so that the voltage checking
and readout can work in parallel. In the case that all readout
channels are occupied, at time T 3 for example, the row-wise
scanner will pause until at least one channel is free. For a
particular row, the readout time is proportional to the number
of “active” pixels. This is implemented by a scanner with
bypass control. When the row scanner hits the last row, it
will loop back to the first row to scan another round.

III. SENSOR ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the proposed image sensor is shown
in Fig. 2. It includes a 320×128 pixel array, column-parallel
comparison circuits, multiple(three) readout channels, a row
scanner, a channel assignment controller and a global timer.
The pixel array is globally reset by G RST . As can be seen
from Fig. 2(a), each pixel consists of five nMOS transistors.
M1 − M3 forms a typical Active Pixel Sensor (APS). Two
extra transistors M4 − M5 form a pull-down path for the
photodiode. As such, the photodiode can be pulled down to its
saturation level by external control signal. The column-parallel
comparison circuits reside at the bottom of the pixel array
and communicate with the pixel through two vertical buses,
COL(j) and PDN(j). The column-parallel comparison circuits
is composed of a SH circuit block, comparison circuits and a
group of channel select switches. The comparator, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), is a static-latched type with pre-amplifier stage
[17], [18]. The regeneration node is decoupled by two current
mirrors for low kickback noise. In each readout channel, the
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Fig. 3. Analog signal path from the pixel to a readout channel.

Fig. 4. Timing diagram of the sensor operation.

scan register can be configured to bypass a certain column
depending on the comparison result. The channel selection
logic allows to decide which channel can be used to read out
a selected row.

A. Analog Path

Fig. 3 highlights the analog path from the pixel to the
readout channel and Fig. 4 shows the corresponding timing
diagram of the sensor operation, respectively. Two stages of
sample-and-hold circuits are required for the pixel voltage to
transfer to the analog global buffer. During the cycles when
row select signal RSL(i) is O N , the pixel voltage is first
sampled-and-held onto CS H within one and half cycles. In
order to minimize the sampling error caused by the critical
channel charge injection, the single SH transistor switch is
replaced by four identical nMOS transistors to suppress the
charge injection onto CS H . Followed by the SH operation,
ASSIGN switch will be turned on to transfer the pixel voltage
on CS H to the corresponding local sample-and-hold capacitor
CC H in the channel once a channel becomes “IDLE”. The
design of ASSIGN switch is the same of the SH switch to
minimize the effect of channel charge injection. The analog

buffer to drive the next stage is a seven-transistor two-stage
operational amplifier. Since the pixel voltage after the source
follower stays at the lower range of the power supply, both
CS H and CC H are designed to be pMOS capacitors. Con-
sideration has also been taken to design the size of both
capacitors. As in the scenarios when RSL(i+1) is O N , all
channels are busy after SH, the sampled pixel voltage on
CS H must hold until it is allowed to transfer to CC H . Due
to the leakage current across the capacitor, this long delay can
cause the voltage on CS H to drop from its expected value.
The worst-case delay is approximately 320 clock cycles when
all channels are just occupied by other rows. For CC H in
the readout channel, on the other hand, the worst case to
withstand the leakage current is the one in the last column,
which must hold the voltage until all previous columns are
readout. This also amounts approximately to 320 clock cycles.
Both CS H and CC H are designed to be 6µm × 2.8µm large
and approximately 135fF according to the simulation results.
This limits the voltage drop due to leakage current on the
capacitor as low as within 0.5LSB after 32us at 10MHz clock
frequency.

B. Readout Channel Assignment

The sampled pixel voltage on capacitor CS H is compared to
two threshold voltages namely Vtop and Vbottom, respectively.
The comparison result is fed back to the array and the pixel
is “marked-off” by pulling down the diode voltage using
transistor M4. At the same time, the result is stored in a
latch and further used as a bypass control for the column-
wise scanner. The shift register at a specific column is therefore
skipped when f lagcmp =0 and hence a row with less “active”
pixels will take shorter readout time.

Our architecture builds three readout channels, which are
managed by a channel selection logic. Each channel has a
flag register indicating the status of “BUSY” or “IDLE”.
The assignment logic uses a simple priority rule to manage
the three channels. Channel A has the highest priority and
Channel C will be used only when both Channel A and B
are unavailable. Once a channel is identified as “IDLE”, the
assignment switches will be turned on and the analog voltage
will be transferred from capacitor CS H to the corresponding
local sample-and-hold capacitor in the channel.

C. Image Reconstruction

With this scheme, pixels with different illumination level
will have their own integration time. The principle is further
illustrated in Fig. 5. Pi xel A experiences a sharper discharge
slope due to a larger photocurrent. Pi xel B shows a moderate
photocurrent while Pi xelC is apparently under dark condition.
We can set a maximum allowable integration time and those
pixels (Pi xelC , for example) that fail to reach the readout
window will be considered as dark pixels. The sensor outputs
both analog voltage and the time stamp when the voltage is
sampled. Both the time (ts) and voltage (Vs) information are
used to reconstruct the picture:

Iph = Cint · (Vrst − Vs)

ts
(1)
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Fig. 5. Illustration of different pixel’s response. Pixels with different
illumination level will have its own integration time.

where Iph is the pixel’s photocurrent and Cint is the photodi-
ode capacitance.

D. Dynamic Range

Dynamic range of the sensor architecture is given by the
following expression:

DR = 20 log
Imax

Imin
= 20 log

Cint (Vrst − Vbtm)
/

tmin

Cint
(
Vrst − Vtop

)/
tmax

(2)

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum pho-
tocurrents that can be detected in the pixel, respectively. Cint

is the photodiode capacitance, Vrst is the pixel reset voltage,
Vbtm is the bottom threshold and Vtop is the top threshold,
respectively. tmax is the longest integration time, which is the
exposure time limit. tmin is the shortest integration time, which
is integration time for a certain pixel in the first-round voltage
checking. tmin can be regarded as the waiting time for a pixel
to be processed due to row-wise scanning. The minimum of
this waiting time is one and half cycles for the first row of
pixels since their voltages are checked immediately after reset.

If the sensor operates at 10MHz, that is, 100ns per clock
cycle, tmin is then 150ns. tmax is assumed to be 300ms. Also
given that Vrst , Vtop and Vbtm are set to 1V, 0.8V and 0.2V,
respectively, DR of 138dB is expected.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to simulate the sensor architecture proposed in
this paper, we developed a MATLAB-based simulator. The
MATLAB program simulates the operation principle including
photo-detection, row-wise scanning, column-wise compari-
son readout channel assignment with corresponding timing.
A 12-bit (ranging 0-4095) grayscale image with 320×128
pixels is first translated into a photocurrent array in terms
of digital numbers (DN). The photocurrent array is used
as the input of the simulator. For column-parallel voltage
comparison, both top threshold and bottom threshold that form
the readout window are user variables so that one can evaluate
this design parameter as will be explained later. According to
the proposed sensor operation, there are three readout channels
used in simulation. The pixel values across the array are
updated in each cycle. The timing of comparison operation
is set to two cycles and the assignment lasts for one cycle
before the row scanner switches to the next row. Throughout

the integration, those pixels that have been readout are marked
as one while zero for those that miss the readout. The
reconstructed image is obtained by multiplying the marked
results with the original image. Therefore, those pixels that
miss the readout become “black” pixels in the final output.

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of a Lena image. In the
first group, as shown in (a)-(d), top threshold is set to 3500 and
bottom threshold are 1500, 2500, 3000 and 3300, respectively.
Second group, (e)-(h), configures the top threshold to 3000 and
bottom thresholds are 1000, 2000, 2500, 2800, respectively.
Last group, (i)-(l), configures top threshold to 2500 and bottom
thresholds are 500, 1000, 2000 and 2300, respectively. Each
group thus forms a readout window of 2000, 1000, 500 and
200, respectively. As can be seen from the comparison, one can
clearly observes the “black” pixels exist increasingly across the
pixel array with the shrinkage of the readout window. These
“black” pixels not only exist in the dark region of the original
image, but also occupy a large portion of the bright regions.
These bright regions across the pixel array are likely to have
similar photocurrent magnitude. Therefore if a large portion
of these pixels require to be processed, it requires a large
amount of time to finish before it proceeds to another region.
During this time, other bright regions are still integrating and
their pixel values are likely to fall below the readout window
and therefore regarded as “black” pixels. Generally, the bottom
threshold is set slightly above the saturation level to maximize
the readout window. When comparing between groups with
the same readout window size and different top threshold,
one can find that these “black” regions generally shift. Top
threshold determines the time for a pixel to fall into the readout
window. The higher the top threshold, the earlier the pixel
will trigger the readout process. The actual readout sequence
is accordingly changed as well.

In general, the readout window should be set as wide as
possible to increase the number of readouts. But the readout
of a scene is still limited by a number of other parameters, for
example, actual photocurrent size, pixel array size and readout
bandwidth. As discussed earlier, if there are large regions with
similar illumination level in the array, it can cause pixels in
other regions to saturate before they can be handled. One can
imagine of the worst-case of a uniform photocurrent array,
where a complete row will be processed before it switches
to the next. It will occupy the readout channel for long so
as to cause other rows to saturate. On the other hand, if the
imaging scene has a sparse distribution of similar illumination
levels, for example, a star field, one can take advantages of
this dynamic readout scheme.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of a star field image
with the same parameter settings as the previous example.
Stars are the regions of interest and has a sparse distribution
of similar illumination levels. Although, some very bright
stars saturate when the readout window is small, but they
are all captured when the readout window becomes wide.
And also due to wide distribution of the dark background
in such a star field scene, most of the missing readouts
are composed of these pixels, which is not of primary
concern. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the readout percentage of
the Lena image and star image, respectively. Due to the
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for a 320×128 Lena image under sensor operation. In (a)-(d), top threshold is set to 3500 and bottom threshold are 1500, 2500,
3000 and 3300, respectively. In (e)-(h), top threshold is set to 3000 and bottom threshold are 1000, 2000, 2500, 2800, respectively. In (i)-(l), top threshold is
set to 2500 and bottom threshold are 500, 1000, 2000 and 2300, respectively.

Fig. 7. Simulation results for a 320×128 star field image under sensor operation. In (a)-(d), top threshold is set to 3500 and bottom threshold are 1500, 2500,
3000 and 3300, respectively. In (e)-(h), top threshold is set to 3000 and bottom threshold are 1000, 2000, 2500, 2800, respectively. In (i)-(l), top threshold is
set to 2500 and bottom threshold are 500, 1000, 2000 and 2300, respectively.

wide distribution of dark background, the overall statistic
readout percentage of a star image (below 92%) happens
to be smaller than that of Lena’s for the same parameter
settings. Nonetheless, from the image reconstruction, the stars
are completely captured in all simulated scenarios.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The proposed image sensor has been fabricated in Global
Foundries 0.18µm 1P6M CMOS technology. Fig. 9 shows
the chip microphotograph where the main building blocks are
highlighted. The overall chip dimension is 2.5 × 2.5 mm2.
The array contains 320 × 128 pixels. Each pixel features a
footprint of 5×5 µm2 with a fill-factor of 38%. The column-
wise comparators with programmable threshold voltages are
placed at the bottom of the pixel array. The chip has three
readout channels. Each channel outputs signal pairs consisting

analog signal, time and column address. The row address is
generated off-chip due to the sequential nature of the row
scanner.

The sensor was interfaced with an Opal-Kelly XEM 3010
FPGA board. The FPGA acquires the output signals for each
channel and temporarily store them on the on-board RAM.
In addition, the FPGA also provide input control signals and
communicate with a host PC through a USB link. The post-
processing of the captured data and image reconstruction is
conducted on PC. During sensor characterization, we have
observed that the chosen process shows poor light response
within the tested range up to 18klux. The average dark current
is measured at 1537fA for a N+/P-sub photodiode with an
area of 4.26µm × 2.28µm. The sensor has a readout speed of
10MHz and consumes 247mW power. The sensor parameters
and characterization details are listed in Table I.
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Fig. 8. Readout percentage of the (a) Lena and (b) star image.

Fig. 9. Chip microphotograph.

Fig. 10 shows the relation between the incident light inten-
sity and reconstructed photocurrent. The incident illumina-
tion varies from 0.1lux to approximately 200klux, which is
uniformly exposed to the pixel array. The voltage of the
pixel is firstly measured and photocurrent is then extrapolated
using Eq. 1. The plotted results have offset the dark current.
When the illumination approaches about 200klux, the pixel in
the first row starts to saturate after 150ns integration. The total
DR is therefore about 126dB.

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF THE SENSOR

Fig. 10. Measured photocurrent with regard to incident illuminance.

Fig. 11. Measurement setup for capturing “star” images.

A. Simulated Star-Pattern Measurement

The sensor is used to image the scene of star field where
the star objects (“bright pixels”) in the scene are of primary
concern. In order to simulate the star field imaging, we have
built a test platform as shown in Fig. 11. The star field is
simulated by letting uniform light source back-illuminate
through a star pattern mask. The star pattern is made of a
PCB stencil with precise position control of the “stars”. The
light source generates approximately 10klux photons to pass
through the star pattern and camera aperture. The measurement
was done in a dark room. The sample images for simulated
star-pattern measurement is shown in Fig. 12 under various
parameter settings. We have swept the bottom threshold from
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Fig. 12. Raw sample images for simulated star-pattern measurement under different parameter settings. Images in the first row (a)-(d), top threshold is set to
500mV and bottom threshold are 250mV, 300mV, 350mV and 450mV, respectively. In (e)-(h), top threshold is changed to 600mV and In (i)-(l), top threshold
is set to 700mV. Two “stars”, marked as A and B, are selected for centroiding evaluation.

Fig. 13. Readout percentage of the simulated star-pattern images.

250mV to 450mV for three different top thresholds, respec-
tively. The analog outputs of the sensor are converted to digital
values by external Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). The
photocurrent of each pixel is extrapolated using Eq. 1. Those
unread pixels are regarded as dark pixels. To represent the
image on the monitor, the obtained photocurrent data are
further normalized to 8-bit gray-scale pixel values. The sample
images are raw star image without any post processing and
compensation.

As discussed earlier in our simulation results, both top
threshold and bottom threshold play an important role in read-
out pixel numbers. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding readout
percentage with different size of the readout window. It is clear
that the readout percentage drops with the shrinking of the
readout window. Most of the missing readouts are located in
the dark background. The diversely-distributed “stars”, objects
in interest, are completely captured except when the readout
window decreases down to 50mV, as shown in Fig. 13(c).
Missing readouts start to appear inside “stars”, which leads to
measurement errors in star intensity.

The star illumination in a star sensor is used to calculate
the star location. Utilizing its intensity values on a mass
of pixels, the location of the “star” can be represented by

Fig. 14. Gray-scale mapping of the star image in Fig. 12(a).

its centroid position. We implement star centroiding [2] to
assess the measurement accuracy. Fig. 14 shows the gray-
scale illumination mapping of the sample star image after
image reconstruction. All of the stars are captured without
pixel saturation. The relative distances between the “stars” are
used as the benchmark to evaluate the precision. Two “stars”
and their distance are selected for evaluation as shown in
Fig. 12(a). The ideal coordinates of “star” A(63, 97) and “star”
B(96, 176) are used. The relative distance between the “stars”
is 85.62 pixels (33 pixels horizontally and 49 pixels vertically)
in the star pattern stencil. The calculated distance errors for all
tested scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 15. We have observed
sub-pixel errors for most of the tested scenarios. Top threshold
has shown significant effect on the calculation error compared
with bottom threshold. The absolute calculated error is above
0.89 pixels when the top threshold is 700mV. The increase in
the top threshold will cause the readout of “star” pixels to be
triggered earlier with small signal magnitude. It implies that
for these “star” pixels, a decreased number of the photons
are received during readout. The centroiding accuracy has
strong dependance on the number of the received photons [2].
In addition, the position error is also contributed by several
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Fig. 15. Calculated distance error with different top threshold voltage.

factors including non-ideality of optics, sensor and readout
circuit noise and ADC noise. The reduced magnitude of the
pixel response, that is the reduced voltage difference between
the reset voltage and readout voltage, causes a degraded SNR.
Moreover, the missing readouts inside the “star” object can
also affect the centroiding error to increase. As is in the case
in Fig. 12(d), the absolute calculated error is increased to 0.58
pixels. This is primarily due to the centroiding method that
calculates the weighted center of a mass of pixels. If there are
missing readouts inside the pixel mass, the calculated center
will be shifted, resulting in the increase of distance calculation
error.

B. Discussion

The two threshold voltages that form the readout window
are critical parameters. According to our simulation and mea-
surement results, the readout window is supposed to be as large
as possible to reduce the possibility for a pixel to fall out of
the range. As for the bottom threshold, it should be kept as low
as possible to expand the readout window. Normally, it should
be kept at a value slightly higher than the saturation level
so that the “marked-off” pixels will not trigger the readout
twice falsely. In this design, the bottom threshold can be set as
low as 180mV, which is slightly above the saturation voltage
of the pixel (150mV after the source follower according to
the simulation results). This voltage slack is big enough to
avoid false detection. Top threshold, on one hand, should be
high enough to guarantee a large readout window to initiate
readout of “bright” pixels quickly after the exposure so as
to reduce readout congestion for the rest of the pixels. On
the other hand, top threshold also restricts the minimal signal
magnitude, which has a critical effect on the SNR. The higher
the top threshold, the easier it is for the pixels to fall into
the readout window. Pixels are likely to have small signal
magnitudes when they are sampled. This results in degraded
SNR for those pixels. The test results shows that the “stars”
can be barely captured when the top threshold is above 700mV,
which appears falsely merged with the dark background. For
all “star” images taken with 10klux light source, the top
threshold is supposed to be set near or below half of the signal
swing so that the “stars” can receive enough photons before
readout to maintain acceptable SNR.

There is possibility that pixel voltage falls out of the readout
window between two rounds of scanning. This can happen

Fig. 16. Example images of uniform circular objects with different size.

Fig. 17. Readout percentage for the pixels inside the objects.

when a large block of pixels have similar intensity and thus
takes longer time to finish the scan. Therefore higher readout
speed or more readout channels should be used for a higher
resolution imager. Fig. 16 shows captured images of uniform-
intensity circles with different size under aforementioned
readout window size and Fig. 17 shows the readout percentage
for the pixels inside the objects, respectively. When the circle
is small, similar to the size of the “star” objects, the readout is
able to handle all the readout requests in time. When the size
of the object increases, black pixels inside the object appear
since these pixel are missing during the readout and hence
are regarded as dark pixels. It is worthy to note that the worst
case happens if the entire pixel array is projected by a uniform
intensity. The long waiting time may cause other pixels to
saturate, or in other words, to fall out of the readout window.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a novel CMOS image sen-
sor architecture for star tracker application that allows adaptive
integration time. Brighter pixels will be detected and read
out at an earlier time to avoid saturation and dimmer pixels
can have longer integration time. Due to the voltage detection
nature of the sensor architecture, it can be categorized into the
saturation detection scheme. Compared with other solutions in
this category, the pixel maintains compact footprint and high
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fill factor. The shrinking size of the pixels can be beneficial to
high-resolution integration to increase the field of view in star
tracker. A proof-of-concept chip has been fabricated in Global
Foundries 0.18µm 1P6M CMOS technology. According to our
simulation and experimental results, the architecture demon-
strates a great potential for star tracker applications where
pixel intensities are sparsely distributed. Due to the use of
readout window and cyclical scanning, a pixel has the chance
to fall out of the readout window between two consecutive
rounds of scanning. The possibility of the missing readout is
related to readout bandwidth and pixel intensity distribution
across the pixel array. Higher readout speed or more readout
channels should be adopted for high resolution integration.
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